Main BibleWorks Interface Components
- Search Window
  - CL & Search Version
- Browse Window
  - Outline, Modes, Difference HL (e)
- Analysis Window
  - Analysis, Resources, Use, Version tabs – Browse Window mouse
  - Browse, Context, Verse, Mss, Note, X-Refs tabs – Browse Window verse
  - Stats, Words – Search Window
- Resources menu

Review: Analysis Window Tabs

Navigation with the Command Line and the Browse Window
- Command Line (CL)
- Displaying Text & CL Shortcuts (Freq Links)
  1. Display Versions and Search Versions
  2. Displaying a Passage
  3. Parallel Versions Window
- Reading Text
  1. Single & Multi-Version Browse Mode
  2. Browse Tab
  3. Font size

Review: Navigation with the Command Line and Browse Window

Simple Searching
- Use Tab
- Browse Window
  - Double-Click
  - Right-click Context Menu Searches, Word, Lemma, look up in KWIC
- Double-Click Searching on Lemma in Analysis Tab using Tagged English Version
- Search Versions in Command Line Versions Button (nau/wtm)

Searching from the Command Line in English
- AND searches
- OR searches
- PHRASE searches
- Use of Wildcards in Command Line Searches

Review: The Search Window: Basic Search Principles
Searching with Morphology Versions

Introduction to Morphology Versions

- What is a Word? (3 parts, lemma@codes)
- Companion Versions

- Command Line Morphology Help
- Use of Wildcards in Codes
- Code Insertion Helps
- BibleWorks Help Contents Help Chapter 66 Morphology Code Tables

Review: Searching from the Command Line and Use of Wildcards

Setting Search Limits

- Search Limits Window
- Shortcuts and Presets

Copying Text

- Browse Window
  - Drag-n-Drop
  - Ctrl+c; Ctrl+v
  - Context Menu
- Search Results
  - Copy Button or Context Menu Options
  - Copy Settings unique to each Menu Option
- Popup Copy Window: Ctrl+Shift+b

Further Help

- F1 key
- Help | BibleWorks Help Contents
- Help | How-To Videos
- Forums at www.bibleworks.com
- Tech Support service@bibleworks.com